Traditionally, networks operate at a small fraction of their capacities; however, recent technologies, such as softwaredefined networking, may let operators run their networks harder (i.e., at higher utilization levels). Higher utilization can increase the network operator's revenue, but this gain comes at a cost: daily traffic fluctuations and failures might occasionally overload the network. We call such situations Resource Crunch. Dealing with Resource Crunch requires certain types of flexibility in the system. We focus on scenarios with flexible bandwidth requirements, e.g., some connections can tolerate reducing their bandwidth allocation. This may free capacity to provision new requests that would otherwise be blocked. For that, the network operator needs to make an informed decision, since reducing the bandwidth of a high-paying connection to allocate a lowvalue connection is not sensible. We propose a strategy to decide whether or not to provision a request (and which other connections to degrade) focusing on maximizing profits during Resource Crunch. To address this problem, we use an abstraction of the network state, called a connection adjacency graph (CAG). We propose an algorithm, called PROVISIONER, which integrates our CAG solution with an efficient linear program (LP). We compare our method to existing greedy approaches and to LP-only solutions, and show that our method outperforms them during Resource Crunch.
connections, it accommodates traffic variations (both daily fluctuations and traffic surges, such as flash crowds), and it serves as a cushion for traffic growth.
We define Resource Crunch as situations in which the network is temporarily faced with a larger offered load than it can possibly carry. The events that can cause Resource Crunch are either sudden increases in offered traffic (i.e., request arrivals or traffic spikes) and/or capacity reductions (i.e., due to failures). In traditional networks, if a Resource Crunch occurs, then some of the new service requests cannot be provisioned. Thus, traditional networks rely on a large amount of excess capacity to reduce the chances of Resource Crunch.
Recent technological advances, such as Software-Defined Networking (SDN), allow networks to be run harder (i.e., at higher utilization levels), thanks to the new capabilities they provide. Some practical wide-area SDN networks report average link utilization above 60% [1] [2] [3] [4] . Compared to traditional networks, this higher utilization enables more revenue per unit of capacity; allows lower Capital Expenditure when deploying capacity; and creates opportunities to generate revenue from assets that would otherwise be idle [5] . As the forecast compound annual growth rate of Internet traffic is very high [6] , many traditional networks will be pushed to higher levels of utilization to maintain profitability, which increases the chances of Resource Crunch occurring.
Resource Crunch is reported in practical implementations of the SDN paradigm, such as in [1] . In this study, the authors explain that, during Resource Crunch (referred to as resource constraint), the SDN Traffic Engineering system reallocates all traffic and recomputes new bandwidth limits, since applications can adapt their transmission rates. Because their network is used for non-user-facing traffic, the negative impacts on Quality of Service due to this complete re-provisioning is not an issue. Another practical study that mentions Resource Crunch is [2] (referred to as resource contention). In such scenario, when contention happens, the SDN system prioritizes certain traffic classes. Schlinker et al. [3] argue that, if a pure implementation of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) was used in their network, some interfaces would be assigned twice the traffic load they support. The authors state that the majority of their traffic consists of adaptive rate video. To deal with Resource Crunch, they describe an SDN-based system that controls network ingress/egress avoiding pure BGP policies.
Systems that were not intended to be run at high average utilization can also go through Resource Crunch. In [7] , the effects of flash crowds on a Content Distribution Network (CDN) across four years of logs is studied. In several occasions, the authors note that CDN resources become oversubscribed. Resource Crunch can also occur even when the network is not being highly utilized and capacity is suddenly lowered due to a failure or disaster [8] . Ranghieri and Ishiwatari [9] show that severe congestion happened after two different earthquakes in Japan. In one of them, the congestion lasted for five days during which the offered traffic peaked at 50 times the normal value. The immediate actions to be taken after a disaster (such as reestablishing highpriority connections, evacuating data, etc.) are not the focus of our study, but our contributions can also be applied to postdisaster scenarios once the system has reached steady state.
An example detailing the fluctuations of offered/carried traffic through a period of two days is shown in Fig. 1 . The green solid curve is the load carried by a traditional network. On average, this load remains at a low percentage of the total deployed capacity (in this case 14%). The dark-blue dashed curve shows what would happen if a similar fluctuation was true for a much larger load that increased the network utilization to 75%. At this higher utilization, Resource Crunch (red shaded areas) can occur.
Resource Crunch can last from several minutes to a few hours. This is an intrinsic difference between a network that is constantly congested and a network that goes through occasional Resource Crunch. In the case of a congested network, the most appropriate solution would be to upgrade capacity. However, a network that faces sporadic Resource Crunch can deal with them by exploring system flexibilities (e.g., malleable bandwidths, flexible start/end times, etc.) along with innovative routing strategies, as we shall investigate.
We consider Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with malleable bandwidth requirements. Thus, some classes of traffic request a certain bandwidth, but might be satisfied with smaller values, down to predefined minimums. For example, a connection might be initially allocated a certain bandwidth and, some time later, undergo a degradation which we call bandwidth throttling to make room for an incoming request. Referring to the high network utilization example of Fig. 1 (i.e., offered load shown by the dark-blue dashed curve), the light-blue dotted curve illustrates the total minimum required bandwidth of the offered requests. Note that this curve never goes above the total deployed capacity. This indicates that, during Resource Crunch, there may be a way to serve all offered requests if some connections are throttled.
During a Resource Crunch, when a new request arrives and the network cannot provision it using currently-available bandwidth, we call it a crunched request. When a request is crunched, the network operator has to decide whether or not to serve this request. In this work, we consider that the operator will need to throttle some existing connections if it decides to serve the crunched request. We do not investigate re-routing all traffic because throttling just a few allocated connections minimizes service disruption. If the operator blocks the crunched request, there might be penalties ranging from negative impacts on revenue (e.g., pre-agreed SLA penalties) to damages to the company's reputation. Fig. 1 . Aggregate daily traffic variation with respect to total network capacity. The green solid curve is based on real data collected from the Amsterdam Internet Exchange, from March 17 to 19, 2018. On these dates, the total capacity was of 27.46 Tbps while the average traffic carried on these dates was 3.73 Tbps (14% of the total, and a peak-to-valley ratio of 2.91) [10] . The upper blue dashed curve reproduces similar traffic variations, but at higher average utilization (75%). The light-blue dotted curve represents the minimum requested traffic of such higher load.
In this study, we assume that each connection generates revenue according to some connection-specific function, which, among other things, depends on the connection's allocated bandwidth. Thus, when deciding whether or not to serve a crunched request, the following must be observed:
1) Throttle connections only if this will free enough bandwidth in order to allocate the crunched request; 2) Select an inexpensive set of connections to throttle, to minimize revenue losses; and 3) Throttle connections only if the revenue loss due to those degradations is smaller than the revenue increase from the crunched request (plus the revenue saved from not having to pay its blocking penalty). Our objective is to maximize the network operator's profits during Resource Crunch (understood as the revenue generated from served connections, minus the penalties from blocking requests). We consider dynamic request arrivals. With this goal and the observations above, we formulate a method (called PROVISIONER) to decide whether or not to serve each crunched request, maximizing the incremental revenue provided by such decision while saving network capacity for future requests. Our method also (i) chooses what other connections to throttle, and (ii) selects the path through which to route the crunched request. PROVISIONER uses both a novel representation of the network state, the Connection Adjacency Graph (CAG), and an efficient Linear Program (LP) model. The CAG describes how much revenue is lost when allocated connections are throttled. Our illustrative results show that our method can achieve higher profits than an LP-only approach (and a heuristic) while providing service even for low-revenue requests.
The rest of this study is organized as follows: in Section II, we review related literature; in Section III, we propose a general representation of the revenue generated by bandwidthflexible requests; in Section IV, we study the problem of connection provisioning with degradation during Resource Crunch, and introduce the CAG; in Section V, we introduce PROVISIONER; we present illustrative results in Section VI; and we conclude in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of running the network at high average link utilization has been studied through different perspectives. Achieving high utilization is a motivation to use technologies such as SDN [2] . This study, however, tackles the problem from an implementation perspective. Its approach is based on filling the excess capacity with low-priority traffic that can be dropped if necessary, hence, carrying the same amount of high-priority traffic as a traditional network would.
Some studies have analyzed the problem of provisioning requests to achieve some utility maximization. In [1] and [11] the goal is to maximize an abstract measure called fair share. In [4] , methods to fulfill inter-DC transfers prior to certain deadlines were studied. Given a set of requests, a network, and some objective (e.g., availability, revenue, etc.), how to serve the requests such that the objective is maximized was also studied by [12] and [13] . Our work differs from these studies in the following ways: 1) Our method does not focus on reaching high utilization, per se. Instead, we focus on revenue maximization if Resource Crunch occurs; 2) Differently from [1] and [11] , we aim to have a joint decision of path and bandwidth allocation; 3) Requests arrive at any time and must be served as soon as possible, hence, we need a solution that works dynamically, instead of statically (as in [12] and [13] ); 4) To minimize service disruption, we do not re-route existing connections; and 5) We consider requests with bandwidth flexibility. We assume that connections can be throttled if necessary, i.e., they are malleable. Thus, our problem has similarities with the topic of malleable reservation [14] . Works on this topic generally focus on immediate reservation (IR), advance reservation (AR) (also referred to as book-ahead reservation), or both. The book-ahead scheme was investigated by several works, such as [15] [16] [17] . Our study does not qualify as AR because our connections are either served or blocked as they come, without scheduling allocations for the future. 1 However, book-ahead capability can be added as a future extension of our work. In [18] , malleable reservation was studied in the context of Elastic Optical Networks, and a method to execute AR and IR for elastic optical channels was proposed.
In general, malleable-reservation studies allow low-priority and/or immediately-reserved services to be preempted (i.e., dropped) if a previously-scheduled service needs the network resources that such a connection is utilizing. To the best of our knowledge, these works have not studied throttling connections instead of completely dropping them -which is the focus of our study. Moreover, these works consider how to avoid/minimize congestion instead of how to deal with unavoidable congestion (which is the case of Resource Crunch). Because of this, we explore a non-shortest-path-based 1 In fact, we consider a continuous, non-slotted time dimension. approach which can generate higher profits than shortest-path approaches during Resource Crunch. 2 Similar problems to ours have been analyzed in other works, however, without our goal of maximizing the network operator's profits. In [19] , service degradation was used to reduce blocking and increase network survivability. Flexibility in both time-to-complete and desired bandwidth was studied in [20] , to allow for reliable multi-path provisioning, and in [21] for deadline-driven scheduling. Considering the optical and electrical layers, [22] proposed a service degradation scheme using multi-path routing for minimum-cost network design, and [23] analyzed the problem of provisioning degraded services while assuring Quality of Service (QoS). The algorithm proposed in [23] is similar to [24] ; however, the latter aims at maximizing the network operator's revenue. Differently from our study, these algorithms consider the shortest path to greedily search for other connections to throttle in order to serve a crunched request, starting with low-priority connections (e.g., inexpensive traffic).
Our investigation also relates to admission control literature. Yang et al. [25] propose a dynamic-programming-based approximation to solve the dual problem of routing connections and provisioning their bandwidth, focusing on videostreaming services in an SDN environment. The authors provision network resources to incoming requests while maximizing revenues in the long run, given expected video-transmission rates. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only related work that also jointly focuses on admission control and routing of flows in wired networks. The solution presented does not deal with congestion scenarios such as Resource Crunch.
III. PROVISIONING REQUESTS: PROFITS AND RESOURCE CRUNCH A. Profits
We try to maximize profits measured by the revenue from served connections minus the costs from blocked requests. We assume that, when a request is served, it generates revenue, but if it is blocked it may result in a penalty. This penalty can be due to many reasons (e.g., pre-agreed contract where the operator is expected to always provide connectivity for a certain client, etc.). For a request d i , we define this blocking cost as F i , which is zero if such penalties do not exist.
To serve a request d i , a new connection c i must be allocated. The revenue generated by a connection c i may depend on several factors, such as: c i 's bandwidth; c i 's service class (e.g., QoS or SLA); path-length/distance of c i 's source and destination; popularity of route; time of the day (or day of the year); competition; regulation; taxation; and others. In fact, each operator may use a different pricing strategy. Our study considers that we can describe the revenue generated by an allocated connection c i as a function r i (b) of its allocated bandwidth b. Thus, we can use r i to compute how much revenue c i would generate for a different bandwidth b .
We denote the possible bandwidths that connection c i might use as the bandwidth interval [ (c i cannot be throttled at all). We refer to the bandwidth that can be freed-up from a connection c i as its degradable bandwidth. This is the difference between the current allocation B i and B min i . Accordingly, for a connection c i , we define the revenue lost by throttling its bandwidth from B i to b as (also called connection c i 's lost revenue function):
As an example, in Section VI, we use a pricing model that is based on the length of the shortest path from the request's source to its destination, its bandwidth, and its service class. In this model, the lowest priority service class uses B min i < B req i ; and the highest priority class uses B min i = B req i .
B. Resource Crunch
Resource Crunch can be due to: 1) Load Changes: Load changes can be categorized as: a. Hourly/Daily Traffic Fluctuations: On an hourly scale, the offered traffic changes according to time of the day, as shown in Fig. 1 and explored by several studies [26] , [27] . These changes have a periodic-like behavior, roughly repeating every day. Their peaks may generate a Resource Crunch (see red areas of Fig. 1 ) that lasts until the offered traffic decreases. b. Traffic Surges: This study is also applicable for sudden traffic peaks generated by unpredictable increases in traffic, such as those due to flash crowds [7] . c. Traffic Growth: Resource Crunch can also occur when network upgrades do not keep up with traffic growth. Though our methods could help mitigate such long-duration Resource Crunch, this is not the focus of this study and is an open problem for future research. 2) Failures: Failures can cause Resource Crunch even if the offered load remains the same since failures reduce the available capacity (e.g., lowering the black line of Fig. 1 ). Although traditional networks are typically engineered to endure some (usually simple) failures, large-scale failures and disasters might cause a Resource Crunch, even in these networks [8] , [9] . When a request d c is crunched, we assume that, even before allocating it, we know its revenue function r c (b). With some pricing models, this assumption does not require any approximations (as in the revenue model used in Section VI). However, it may be necessary to approximate r c (b) under different pricing strategies (for example, if the pricing model depends on which path the request is allocated).
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we state the problem of Provisioning under Resource Crunch (Section IV-A); provide some definitions that will be utilized in this study (Section IV-B); use an example to demonstrate different approaches to solve the problem (Section IV-C); and introduce the Connection Adjacency Graph.
A. Problem Statement
The goal of our study is to maximize the network operator's profits, measured by revenue generated from served connections after subtracting the cost of blocking requests. We develop a solution for dynamic arrivals and departures (i.e., they are not known in advance), and to serve or block each crunched request we balance the following objectives: 1) Serving each crunched request should result in a high revenue increase; and 2) Network capacity should be spared for future requests. To achieve the goals above, when each crunched request arrives, we solve the following problem: I. Given: • Network topology: nodes, links, capacities;
, revenue function r c , and blocking cost F c . II. Output: Whether or not to serve d c . If yes, then, also, a set of other connections to be throttled if necessary; and how much to throttle each of them. Once they are throttled, the path on which to place the crunched request can be found through a shortest-path computation. III. Constraints: Link capacities, connections' minimum bandwidths, crunched request bandwidth, all connections are non-splittable. We simplify the problem by trying to allocate crunched requests d c either at their minimum required bandwidth B min c or at their requested bandwidth B req c , whichever generates more revenue. As will be further explored in the next sections, the bandwidth allocated to any request (including d c ) may be increased (if possible) when other connections depart.
B. Definitions
To provision a crunched request d c , the following conditions must be met: a. A set of allocated connections must be throttled. We call this set of connections c i (along with the amount δ i to throttle each of them) a candidate degradation set
bandwidth from d c 's source to its destination. In other words, for any link l in P,
where δ free l is the free capacity in link l and S ∩l are all the connections in S that traverse l. There may be multiple candidate degradation sets S 0 , S 1 , . . . for each crunched request. Each of these candidate degradation sets may free up different bandwidths (larger than or equal to B min c ) in different paths and reduce the operator's revenue by different amounts (once they are throttled); b. Serving the crunched request d c by throttling the connections in the chosen set S must be a Profitable decision. We define Profitable as the positive result of the following: i. Given:
req c ], its potential revenue increases r c (B req c ) and r c (B min c ), and its blocking cost F c ; • Candidate degradation set S min of connections c i and the revenue that would be lost with it (also called degradation cost):
is the amount to throttle c i to allocate the crunched request d c 's minimum required bandwidth B min c , and r i is the lost revenue function of connection c i (defined in Section III-A). • Candidate degradation set S req of connections c i and its degradation cost:
is the amount to throttle c i to allocate the crunched request d c 's requested bandwidth B req c , and r i is the lost revenue function of connection c i (defined in Section III-A). Note that, for any link l in the path P where d c will be allocated,
where δ free l is the free capacity in link l and S req ∩l are all the connections in S req that traverse l. ii. Decide whether:
If both conditions above are true, check if
if so, choose to throttle S req and allocate the crunched request at B req c bandwidth; otherwise, throttle S min and allocate the request at B min c . For a given bandwidth B, source s, and destination t, we define the cheapest candidate degradation set S cheap as the candidate set that allows B units of bandwidth to be allocated on a path from s to t and reduces the operator's revenue the least among all candidate sets. Since we simplified our problem to only serve either B min c or B req c , there may be a different S cheap (and L(S cheap )) for B min c and B req c . Thus, we define the optimum candidate degradation set as the one that allows for the highest incremental revenue increase, i.e., 
C. Different Approaches to Solve the Problem
When a request is crunched, a possible approach to decide whether or not to serve it (and how to allocate it) is to find the (k-) shortest path(s) between its source and destination. Then, select the cheapest set of connections in that path such that, once degraded, a freed path would be created. If it is Profitable, degrade such connections and serve the request. This is similar to the approach of [19] , [23] , and [24] .
This approach chooses the service degradations that will be executed based on what connections traverse some specific path (namely, one of the k-shortest). Such an approach may not perform very well, as can be seen in Fig. 2b . Consider that a crunched request from A to F arrives. A shortest path (in hops) is shown in solid red. Considering the minimum bandwidth B min c = 5 Gbps, this approach does not find a Profitable solution, since degrading 5-Gbps connections C3 and C4 would decrease the total revenue by $50 and the crunched request would only increase the revenue by $30 (while its blocking cost is $15). Hence, with this approach, the crunched request is blocked although a solution exists.
Alternatively, a shortest-path algorithm could be executed taking as weights the degradation costs of connections. In this case, the solution found is also inaccurate. This inaccuracy leads to blocking of crunched requests needlessly; and, when crunched requests are not blocked, it does not necessarily find a good solution. For example, consider executing Dijkstra's algorithm taking as weights the degradation costs. The final path found by such an algorithm is shown in solid red in Fig. 2c . For the minimum bandwidth B min c = 5 Gbps, the total degradation cost of that path is $35. Since the crunched request is offering $30 and has a blocking fine of $15, it would be allocated. However, if the blocking cost of the crunched request was zero, it would be blocked.
To allocate the crunched request at its minimum bandwidth B min c = 5 Gbps, the cheapest candidate degradation set consists of connection C1. Degrading C1 by 5 Gbps would decrease revenue by $15, which is less than the revenue increase offered by the crunched request (without even considering its blocking cost). This degradation allows for the crunched request to be served by the solid red path of Fig. 2d .
Thus, our solution, which will be introduced in the following sections, is based on two observations: i) we can select a path and try to degrade connections along that path; or ii) we can select connections to degrade and, after throttling those connections, find a path. To account for the first observation, we use k-shortest path routing and Linear Programming (LP), introduced in Section V-C. To solve the problem based on the second observation, we introduce a new tool, called Connection Adjacency Graph, in the next section.
D. Connection Adjacency Graph (CAG)
When we throttle an allocated connection, capacity is freed along that entire connection's path, and not only on the links we are interested in. Referring to the example of Fig. 2b , if connections C3 and C4 are degraded to make room for a crunched request from A to F, capacity will be freed not only through links A-G and G-F, but also on link B-G. Hence, rather than degrade services to free capacity throughout some predefined path (similar to the first approach of Section IV-C), it might be better to focus on finding a good set of connections that together can free up enough capacity for the new request. There are many potential sets of connections to consider, so we have to find a good way to focus on the better solutions.
The Connection Adjacency Graph (CAG) is a directed, weighted graph that provides an abstract view of how connections are allocated, allowing for cheap candidate degradation sets to be found. With network state N, for a crunched request with source s and destination t, we generate CAG(N, s, t) (also called the relaxed CAG) with the following steps:
1) For each connection that has some degradable capacity, add a vertex to the CAG. Associate with that vertex a list of the physical nodes on that connection's path; 2) For any link (u, v) in the network which has free capacity, we create a dummy connection between u and v which has associated function r free (b), and add its respective vertex to the CAG. The functions r free (b) will provide useful flexibility in the next section. However, for now, assume that, for all b, r free (b) = 0; 3) For each pair of vertices u, v in the CAG, add directed edges (u, v) and (v, u) if the connections associated with u and v have at least one physical node in common; 4) Each incoming edge of u will get its weight using the lost revenue function r u of connection c u associated with u; 5) Create a dummy source vertex x and add edges from it to each vertex u associated with a connection that includes node s (as usual, the edge weight is calculated using the function r u of the destination vertex). Similarly, create a dummy destination vertex y, and add edges incoming into y from each vertex v associated with a connection containing t (edges have weight r v (b) = 0). Fig. 3a shows a 3-node network with three allocated connections, and its respective CAG(N, s, t) is shown in Fig. 3b . When a request from A to C is crunched, it is necessary to throttle one or more allocated connections to serve it. In this example, the cheapest candidate degradation set consists of throttling connections C1 and C3, each by 10 Gbps.
A path from x to y in the CAG represents a set of connections such that, if each of them were reduced by B min c or B req c , we would create a free path. However, the amount by which each connection may be throttled has not been accounted for so far, i.e., this constraint has been relaxed. Thus, we can consider two relaxed versions of the CAG where any connection (including dummy ones) can be degraded by B min c or by B req c . For that, the edge weights of the relaxed CAG(N, s, t) are set using the lost revenue functions of the vertices that each edge points to. Accordingly, we define CAG (N , s, t, B min c ) and CAG (N , s, t, B req c ) such that the weights of each edge (u, v) in each of them are given by the respective lost revenue functions r v (B min c ) and r v (B req c ) of the connection c i associated with v (regardless of whether that connection can be throttled by that much or not).
To account for the amount that each connection can be degraded (as well as the amount of free capacity in each link), we use two non-relaxed representations of the CAG (N, s, t) , namely: CAG min (N , s, t, B min c ) and CAG req (N , s, t, B req c ). These representations are introduced here for ease of understanding, but it is not necessary to maintain different copies of the CAG, as will be seen in Section IV-D1.
CAG min (N , s, t 
is a subgraph of CAG (N , s, t and CAG (N , s, t, B req c ), respectively (both paths coincide) in Fig. 4a ; B min c = 5 Gbps and CAG min (N , s, t Fig. 4b; and , B req c = 10 and CAG req (N , s, t req c , respectively. This is because, in the example of Fig. 2 , each link is traversed by at most one connection. Thus, we use the CAG to find min-cost paths from Source to Destination. The min-cost path in Fig. 4b costs the same as that of Fig. 4a (for B min c = 5 Gbps). However, this is not true when comparing the path of Figs. 4c and 4a (for B req c = 10 Gbps). In Fig. 3 , the cheapest candidate degradation set also consists of the vertices of the min-cost path shown (in dotted red) in Fig. 3b .
The costs of min-cost paths found in CAG (N , s, t, B min c ) and CAG (N , s, t, B req c ) are lower bounds on the costs of min-cost paths in CAG min (N , s, t, B min c ) and (N , s, t, B min   c ). (c) shows CAG req (N , s, t, B req c ). Source and destination vertices are dashed (as well as their incoming/outgoing edges). Min-cost paths are shown by the red dotted paths.
CAG req (N , s, t, B req c ), respectively. This is because these graphs are contained in the relaxed CAGs; thus, all paths that can be found in them can also be found in relaxed CAGs (since the edge weights of CAG (N , s, t, B min c ) and CAG min (N , s, t, B min c ) are the same, as well as CAG (N , s, t, B req c ) and CAG req (N , s, t, B req c )). However, a path found in the relaxed CAG might not have enough capacity to serve a certain request (as the degradable capacity constraint is not considered in the relaxed CAGs) -which is not true for non-relaxed CAGs. If the min-cost path in either CAG min (N , s, t (N , s, t, B req c ) costs the same as the min-cost path in the respective relaxed CAG, we call it a good candidate degradation set S good .
With the min-cost path found through the CAG, we can proceed to degrade the connections represented by the vertices of that path if that is Profitable. When these connections are degraded, capacity will be freed in the network from the crunched request's source to its destination. Hence, we need to perform another shortest-path computation, but this time, on the actual network (which now has more free capacity) to find the path through which the request will be allocated. Note that such path might have different amounts of free capacity in each link; thus, after allocating the crunched request, we might be able to upgrade some of the connections that were just throttled (reducing even more the lost revenue).
In more realistic scenarios than that of Fig. 2 , links might be traversed by multiple connections. Thus, it is not always true that the min-cost path in the CAG is going to represent the cheapest degradation set. That is because it might be necessary to degrade multiple connections per link to find the cheapest degradation set (and CAG does not provide this solution). Thus, in Section V-C, we will provide an LP-based solution to be used when the CAG cannot find a good candidate set and revenue functions are linear w.r.t. bandwidth.
1) Maintaining the CAG: It is not necessary to maintain different graphs in memory (just the relaxed CAG (N, s, t) ). This is because the min-cost path computations that will be executed on each of them can be performed directly on the relaxed CAG. For that, the min-cost algorithm ignores vertices and edges that are not contained in each of these graphs (depending on which representation is being used at each time). As it executes, such algorithm can compute edge (u, v) weight with As new crunched requests arrive and are served/blocked, the vertices x and y (representing the crunched request source s and destination t) can be added and removed, respectively. When new connections are allocated or they depart (i.e., as network state N changes), CAG(N, s, t) must be updated. When a connection is provisioned, we add to the CAG a vertex representing it. If that connection exhausted any previously-free capacity on any of its links, the vertices that represented those free capacities are removed from the CAG. When a connection departs, if it frees up capacity on any link that was previously fully occupied, we add vertices representing the new free capacities to the CAG (while removing the vertex of the departing connection). Thus, one instance of the CAG is sufficient to represent the entire network state, without needing to be completely reconstructed at every crunched request.
2) CAG Space Complexity: As the CAG represents the connections allocated in the network, its size can grow significantly. The number of vertices in the CAG is:
where NDC is number of degradable connections in the network and e free is number of links with some free capacity.
Number of edges in the CAG depends on how many other connections share at least one physical node in their paths. If the network gets crowded by degradable connections, the CAG could become a dense graph in which case the number of edges is bounded by |V CAG | 2 .
In practice, the CAG size is rarely close to the aforementioned bounds. Usually, traffic that flows through core networks is combined into a smaller representation of the actual number of connections served, which includes service aggregation. This results in CAGs that are easily manageable within memory. For a network managed/monitored by some system that records/manages the flows served (such as in an SDN environment), the number of vertices in the CAG can be the number of entries in the table that records such flows. Also, the computations performed on the CAG (aside from addition/removal of vertices) are shortest-path computations, which are fast even for large simple directed graphs.
As an example, during Resource Crunch in the numerical examples of Section VI, the average CAG has close to 270 vertices and 30,000 edges, while 330 connections are served on average in our simulated Scenario C. Fig. 5 shows the high-level structure of the Provisioning Under Resource Crunch (PROVISIONER) algorithm. Steps I, II, and III shown in the flowchart will be introduced in the following sections; however, we now give an overall explanation of how they fit together. in CAG(N , s, t (N , s, t PROVISIONER starts with a crunched request d c , and executes Algorithm I, which attempts to find a good candidate set of connections to degrade using the CAG in order to serve request d c . If this process does not find a good candidate set and revenue functions are linear w.r.t. bandwidth, the algorithm tries to find another candidate set through step II. If a candidate set is found in either of these steps, PROVISIONER checks if allocating d c by degrading the connections in the candidate set is Profitable or not. If it is, these connections are degraded, and d c is allocated (III); if not, d c is blocked.
V. PROVISIONING UNDER RESOURCE CRUNCH

A. PROVISIONER Algorithm
Algorithm 1 CAG Provisioner
Aside from the flowchart of Fig. 5 , the algorithm also uses a registry of degraded connections (both served crunched requests and degraded connections). 3 This registry is ordered first by the revenue of each connection (highest first); next, by the hop-length of each connection (fewer hops first). Thus, when an allocated connection departs, the degraded connections listed there are upgraded to a higher bandwidth, if possible, (i.e., to the highest possible bandwidth, up to the request's required bandwidth). With this registry, a crunched request allocated at its minimum bandwidth may be subsequently upgraded to a higher bandwidth as soon as some connection departs.
B. I: CAG Provisioner
For each crunched request, Algorithm 1 tries to find mincost paths in CAG min and CAG req ; decides whether to allocate B min c or B req c using Eqn. (1); checks if the candidate set found costs the same as the min-cost candidate set in the relaxed CAG returning S good if it does, or S c otherwise.
As mentioned before, when free links exist, a dummy connection is added to the CAG. The cost of "degrading" dummy connections is zero, since they use free capacity. Our simulations show that it is common for a path with free capacity less than B min c to exist between the crunched request's source 3 In Section VI, we also use the same registry for the other approaches in the comparisons. and its destination. This frequently leads to L(P * req ) = 0 and L(P * min ) = 0, which makes it rare for S good to be returned by Algorithm 1. Also, if the r c free are all zero, paths P * min , P * req , P c min , and P c req tend to be long (which translates to long paths in the network). Since our goal is to maximize the operator's profits throughout a series of crunched request which we do not know before they arrive, we have to choose an r c free that balances between preserving resources for future requests and maximizing the profits from the current crunched request. After testing several combinations, we set r c free to be the mean between the most expensive and the cheapest revenues r i . This leads to S good being frequently found and reasonably short paths P * min , P * req , P c min , and P c req . When Algorithm 1 finds a good candidate degradation set S good , the operator can decide if serving the crunched request is a Profitable Decision. Otherwise, if S c is found, PROVISIONER continues with step II (described in Section V-C), using S c as one of its inputs. It is also possible that no paths P c min nor P c req are found. In these cases, PROVISIONER will also try step II, however, with input S c empty. Finally, Algorithm 1 might not find a path P * min in the CAG (line 2). If this happens, no possible degradation can be performed to allocate the crunched request, so it must be blocked.
The most demanding procedures of Algorithm 1 are four shortest-path computations on top of the CAG. In case Dijkstra is used, the time complexity of CAG Provisioner is O(|E| + V log V), where V is the number of degradable connections in the network and |E| is the number of edges in the CAG.
C. II: LP Provisioner
If PROVISIONER reaches this point, Algorithm 1 was executed and was not able to find a good candidate set nor to assert that there is no possible degradation to execute (i.e., line 2 of Algorithm 1). The cheapest degradation set might:
a. Cost more than the min-cost path in the relaxed CAG; or b. Involve partially degrading different connections; or c. Not exist, because, even if all allocated connections in all links were throttled as much as possible (i.e., respecting the minimum required bandwidth of each connection), there still would be no path with enough capacity. We propose an efficient LP-based algorithm to try to find a candidate degradation set in case Algorithm 1 did not find S good and revenue functions are linear w.r.t. bandwidth.
For this step, we only consider the physical network (the CAG is not used). We execute the LP model explained below for each of the k-shortest paths between the crunched request's source and its destination (which are precomputed), once for of the candidate set S c that Algorithm 1 (might have) found before. If the LP solution is cheaper, the algorithm calls it S c and returns it; otherwise, it returns the S c provided by Algorithm 1 (CAG can find degradation sets that are not within the k shortest paths, thus, it may find cheaper solutions than the LP). If no degradation is possible among the k-shortest paths and no Sc was found before, the request is blocked.
The inputs of our LP model are described in Table I . For path P, with associated connections C, the LP uses a set of variables {y i }, where y i represents the new bandwidth of each connection c i ∈ C . We use B c to represent the allocated bandwidth to the new connection d c (i.e., depending on the execution, either B c = B min c or B c = B req c , as these are the only bandwidths that PROVISIONER tries to allocate as was explained in Section IV-A). The model is as follows:
Constraint 2 enforces that connections' bandwidths will either be degraded (at most to the minimum required bandwidth of that connection), or will stay the same as before the crunched request arrived. Constraint 3 enforces that, for each link in path P, total allocated bandwidth does not exceed link capacity z j including the crunched request's bandwidth B c . If, even by degrading all connections in C, not enough capacity is freed for the crunched request d c , it is infeasible, and the algorithm simply continues to the next path (or d c is blocked if it is infeasible for all k paths).
Since we use precomputed k-shortest paths between each pair of nodes, the time complexity of the LP Provisioner is mainly dependent on how many times the LP model will be solved (i.e., parameter k), and the number of constraints and variables in the model. For each path P of the k paths, the LP model has len(P) + card(C) constraints, where len(P) is the number of links of path P and card(C) is the cardinality of set C (i.e., the number of connections that traverse at least one link of P). Each model has card(C) + 1 variables, i.e., the number of connections that traverse at least one link in P plus one for the current crunched request.
D. III: Throttling Connections
As Fig. 5 illustrates, either if Algorithm 1 finds a good candidate set or if step II finds some candidate set, such set will be considered when deciding if serving the crunched request is Profitable or not (as defined in Section IV-B).
Once it is determined that degrading the connections in the candidate set found is Profitable, the network operator can throttle the respective connections. The throttling operation is technology specific. For example, in case the network is OpenFlow-enabled version 1.2 and newer [28] , this can be achieved by setting queues' maximum rates (e.g., field "other-config:max-rate"). Other Layer-3 technologies also support equivalent rate-limiting [11] . This throttling might also be achieved by reconfiguring lower layers, e.g., Bandwidth-Variable Transponders [29] in Elastic Optical Networks.
As discussed before, after a set of connections is throttled, multiple paths might become available. Because of that, once the connections in the candidate set are throttled, the operator can use a shortest-path algorithm (such as Breadth-First Search or a modified version of Dijkstra) to find the shortest path with enough capacity that became available, and allocate the crunched request on such path. When installing the new rules for the crunched request (and throttling traffic, particularly if the throttling is not performed at the ingress points) consistency of the network update can be achieved by methods such as [30] , and is not the focus of our study.
VI. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We first introduce our pricing model; then, we discuss the simulation parameters and compared approaches; and, finally, we investigate results.
A. Pricing Model
We consider that the revenue generated by a connection depends on the following factors: bandwidth; connection duration; service class; and, the square root of the length of the shortest path from the connection's source to its destination.
As we will show, our solution tends to allocate requests through slightly longer paths (when compared to other approaches). Thus, using a pricing model based on the shortest path (rather than the allocated path length) removes distortions that our model could have created otherwise.
For purposes of our illustrative numerical examples, we consider the following three classes of service [2]: 1) Interactive: These services directly impact end user experience (e.g., serving a user query), and they cannot suffer degradation. Also, they have the highest impact on revenue. 2) Flexible: These services are flexible, i.e., end users have flexibility in terms of their utilization experience (as when making a video call, or sending an e-mail), or are not directly impacted by them (as when synchronizing data between Data Centers). Thus, these services can be degraded, and they have less impact on revenue than Interactive Services. 3) Background: These services relate to maintenance activities that are not directly accessible to end users (backup migration, synchronization, configuration, etc). We consider that these services can be significantly degraded (more than Flexible Services), and they have the smallest impact on revenue. The composition of the offered traffic in our simulation is shown in Table II . Every incoming request uses bandwidth that is uniformly distributed across the ranges presented. We assume an SLA that imposes penalties if Interactive or Flexible requests are blocked. We also assume that there are no penalties if Background traffic is blocked.
Thus, the revenue function of a connection c i is:
where b i is bandwidth of c i , θ i is service class multiplier of that connection (shown in Table II) , t init and t end are the start and end times of the request, and len(P s i ) is the hop length of the shortest path P s i between the connection's source and its destination. Note that this revenue function is linear w.r.t. bandwidth and duration (the first is necessary for the LP Provisioner, the latter is not).
B. Simulation Settings
A dynamic network simulation was implemented to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. We analyzed Resource Crunch caused by traffic fluctuations as follows:
a. New requests arrive with exponential inter-arrival times. Mean inter-arrival times vary throughout the day to reflect daily traffic fluctuations, in a cyclical pattern similar to that of Fig. 1 . For simplicity, we consider that these variations have a sinusoidal shape; b. All connections have exponentially-distributed durations of mean 30 minutes; c. Requests uniformly select a source-destination pair and ask for a random amount of bandwidth (see Table II ). Resource Crunch was considered to occur when more than two percent of requests were crunched. For each result, 2,000 periods of seven days were simulated (of which the first two days were considered transient state), and Resource Crunch occurred every day. The 95% Confidence Interval of the results presented is of ±0.05% of their means (prior to the normalization in case of Figs. 7 and 9 ). These intervals are not shown because they are too small to be displayed.
We used the topology of Fig. 6a and the following scenarios. • Scenario A: daily Resource Crunch that lasts a little over one hour, and, at its peak, causes five percent of requests to be crunched; • Scenario B: daily Resource Crunch that lasts a little over one hour, and, at its peak, causes ten percent of requests to be crunched; and • Scenario C: daily Resource Crunch that lasts a little over two hours, and, at its peak, causes five percent of requests to be crunched. Fig. 6b shows the ratio of crunched requests for the topology of Fig. 6a with links at 100 Gbps. Fig. 6c shows how the peak Resource Crunch would change if links' capacities were higher. At 130 Gbps, Resource Crunch does not occur.
Under each scenario, these approaches were compared: 1) 100-Gbps Baseline: In this approach, if a request is crunched, it is blocked. This is the approach used to generate the curves of Fig. 6b . 2) 130-Gbps Excess Capacity: This is the only approach that uses a different link capacity, namely, 130 Gbps. As Fig. 6c shows, this approach does not experience Resource Crunch. In other words, this approach allows us to understand how much revenue could be generated if the network was able to absorb all the traffic that is being offered. Note, however, that this 30%-higher-capacity network would require significant Capital Expenditures. This would likely not be justified by the revenue increase it enables if Resource Crunch is handled well in a lower capacity network (100 Gbps). 3) PROVISIONER-k1: Approach proposed in our study. If step II is reached (Fig. 5 ), k = 1 path is investigated by LP Provisioner (i.e., only the shortest path). 4) PROVISIONER-k10: Approach proposed in our study. If step II is reached (Fig. 5 ), k = 10 paths are investigated by LP Provisioner. Fig. 5 ) when a request is crunched, without going through the entire flow of PROVISIONER (i.e., without executing Algorithm 1). Only the shortest path is investigated to find a cheap degradation set to accommodate the crunched request. 6) LP-k10: This approach consists of only executing step II (LP Provisioner of Fig. 5 ) when a request is crunched. k = 10 shortest paths are investigated. 7) LP-k100: This approach consists of only executing step II (LP Provisioner of Fig. 5 ) when a request is crunched. k = 100 shortest paths are investigated. This approach tends to find optimum degradation sets, since it investigates a large number of paths. 8) SP-k10: A similar approach as the one described in Section IV-C (which is also similar to [19] , [23] , and [24] ). Instead of only considering the single shortest path, this approach goes from the shortest to the k th shortest path and, for each path, degrades the cheapest connections that lie in it until enough capacity is freed for the crunched request. As soon as a path frees up enough capacity for the request, it checks if such degradation is Profitable. If so, the crunched request is served (by throttling the other connections); otherwise, it is blocked. Also, the registry of degraded requests explained at the end of Section IV-A is utilized by all approaches. Table III shows the average profits generated during Resource Crunch for each approach in each scenario. Scenario A goes through a less intense Resource Crunch than Scenario B, and both of them go through shorter Resource Crunch than Scenario C. The revenues generated in each of them vary accordingly. PROVISIONER performs better than the other options in all situations. Differences between the approaches and scenarios will be further analyzed in this section.
C. Profit and Revenue Impacts
The results of Table III list the profits for the duration of the Resource Crunch experienced by the 100-Gbps Baseline approach. As we will show, the Resource Crunch duration may be different for other approaches since different requests are allocated and degraded. Also, requests allocated during Resource Crunch may still be present after the Crunch is over, potentially affecting the performance of the network throughout the day. Thus, in the next results, we focus on the effects of each approach throughout the day. In a daily perspective, Fig. 7 shows how each approach performs relative to the 130-Gbps Excess Capacity; in Fig. 7a , w.r.t. revenue increases, and, in Fig. 7b , w.r.t. profit increases (measured as revenue minus cost of blocking requests). PROVISIONER k1 and k10 perform similarly to each other and better than the other approaches in two ways: by generating more revenue; and by incurring in lower blocking costs (thus, in higher profits). However, this depends on the duration and intensity of the Resource Crunch (i.e., on each scenario).
In Scenario A, the network goes through a shorter and less intense Crunch, thus, network resources do not get extremely congested. The 100-Gbps Baseline performs better in this scenario than it does in the other ones. As a result, it is more common that crunched requests can be served by degrading no more than one connection per link. This allows PROVISIONER to find good solutions frequently. Accordingly, in such scenario, Fig. 7 shows that LP-k100 matches the behavior of PROVISIONER, and both perform much better than the other LP-based solutions as well as SP-k10.
In Scenario B, the duration of Resource Crunch is similar to Scenario A, however, it sees a much higher ratio of crunched requests resulting in a higher number of crunched requests (i.e., PROVISIONER is executed more often than in Scenario A). Thus, PROVISIONER and the LP-based approaches are much higher than the 100-Gbps Baseline, when compared to the other scenarios. On the other hand, the network becomes more occupied than in Scenario A. As a result, under such high occupation, shorter paths are more beneficial (since long paths result in higher network utilization and, hence, more crunched requests). This is reflected not only in the fact that PROVISIONER-k1 performs better than PROVISIONER-k10 (in Scenario B), but also that LP-k100 performs worse than the other LP-based approaches (i.e., it over-optimizes the results for individual requests, and not for the overall Resource Crunch period). Nevertheless, on occasion, it is still beneficial to find longer paths to serve some requests. This is why PROVISIONER performs better than the other approaches.
In Scenario C, the duration of Resource Crunch is longer than in Scenario A but has a similar peak of crunched requests. Because this scenario lasts longer, it has more requests, which allows for higher revenues and profits than Scenario A, as seen in the difference between the 100-Gbps Baseline approach and the others in Scenario C of Fig. 7 . However, this scenario does not generate such high gains (when compared to the 100-Gbps Baseline) as the approaches in Scenario B. This is because, during Resource Crunch, all approaches increase network utilization when compared to the 100-Gbps Baseline, since crunched requests are served through potentially long paths and these requests have non-negligible holding times. This leads to more crunched requests in the future, which leads to even higher utilization levels, in cyclical manner. If the offered load decreases soon (as in the other scenarios), this cycle is broken, and the network goes back to normal operation. 5 Thus, a long Resource Crunch as that of Scenario C tends to occupy the network a lot, which translates to shorter paths being beneficial. Thus PROVISIONER-k1 performs considerably better than PROVISIONER-k10. Also, the performances of the other approaches get closer. As before, though, it is still beneficial to find cheap degradation sets, which is why PROVISIONER performs better than the others.
In all scenarios, SP-k10 has a poor overall performance. Since it tries to degrade the cheapest connections, it tends to degrade shorter ones. With that, each crunched request only frees enough capacity to place itself. After a while, the 5 Note that a crunched request is bound to generate less profits than a similar request that can be served normally. network gets crowded with crunched requests and loses overall degradable capacity. Thus, new crunched requests are blocked due to a lack of degradable capacity. Fig. 8 shows the number of requests that are crunched on an average day for each scenario. Note that Interactive requests tend to require less bandwidth, followed by Flexible, followed by Background (see Table II ). This is directly related to the number of requests from each service class that are crunched, as shown in Fig. 8 . As stated before, the lengthy Resource Crunch of Scenario C and the intense Resource Crunch of Scenario B tend to cause more requests to be crunched than in Scenario A. This is particularly true under the PROVISIONER approach, mostly because it achieves a higher network utilization (as will be explored in Fig. 10 ). Note, however, that more crunched requests are not the reason for the better performance of PROVISIONER, because, if the network utilization level was lower, fewer requests would be crunched, and it is better to have fewer crunched requests. Fig. 9 shows the average percentage of crunched requests served in each scenario by each approach. Interactive and Flexible requests (i.e., the most expensive ones) tend to always be served either by PROVISIONER or by the LPbased solutions. However, PROVISIONER is able to serve a much higher percentage of Background traffic. This is because PROVISIONER is able to find extremely-cheap degradation sets (through the CAG). This is particularly important for Background traffic, because these requests offer very little revenue increases. PROVISIONER is, thus, fairer to these lower-cost requests without hurting other high-cost ones (as it allocates close to a 100% of Flexible and Interactive requests). Fig. 10 shows the average path length of the crunched requests served by each approach. There is no significant difference among the scenarios. However, note that PROVISIONER tends to serve requests through paths longer than those of LP-k1 and LP-k10. The LP-k100 solution tends to find paths of similar length, as it tends to find optimum solutions. The SP-k10 solution, due to its greediness, tends to find longer paths, because those are the ones it can find that can both free enough capacity for the crunched request and are cheap enough for the crunched request to be served. Table IV compares the percentages of all crunched requests served by step I (CAG Provisioner) or by step II (LP Provisioner) of PROVISIONER, for k = 1 and k = 10 in each scenario. The "LP Solution" rows show the percentage of times the candidate degradation set found through the LP is better than the alternative S c found through CAG Provisioner. The "S good (only CAG)" rows show the percentage of crunched requests served directly by the CAG Provisioner (without even executing the LP Provisioner). The "S c better than LP" rows show the percentage of times the degradation set S c found through the CAG Provisioner is better than the candidate set found by the LP. For each scenario and each k, the summation of these rows is 100%. In all scenarios, the CAG solution is used around two thirds of the time. Also, the more intense the Resource Crunch, the harder it is to find an S good solution. Finally, when k = 10, the LP finds more solutions that are better than S c sets found by CAG Provisioner (without detriment to the S good solutions).
The longer paths found by PROVISIONER, along with the higher acceptance ratio of crunched requests, tends to elevate the network utilization. This contributes to the elongation of Resource Crunch. However, as can be seen in the various results, PROVISIONER can deal with that very well, generating higher profits than all the other approaches. PROVISIONER is also faster than the others. Consider Table V (run on a Core i7 16GB RAM machine): PROVISIONER-k1 runs even faster than LP-k1. This is because, many times, PROVISIONER does not have to solve the LP model (and Algorithm 1 is much faster). Also, because it usually takes a few seconds to provision a path in a WAN [31] , the execution times of PROVISIONER only represent a small fraction of the overall provisioning period and should not be an issue. Thus, PROVISIONER can outperform the other approaches at much faster execution times, while, also, being fairer to low-cost requests than the others.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, we observed that increasing average network utilization might lead to a Resource Crunch. Then, it is important to have an efficient method to decide how to throttle connections to serve incoming requests that would otherwise be blocked. We showed how the use of bandwidth-malleable requests helps in dealing with Resource Crunch. We introduced the Connection Adjacency Graph (CAG) as a useful tool to represent the network state. We showed how the decision of whether or not to serve a crunched request (and, if so, where to allocate it) is challenging. We developed the PROVISIONER algorithm which is based on two methods: one using the CAG; and an efficient Linear Program (LP). We compared the results of our method with LP-based approaches and an existing greedy approach, and showed how our method outperforms them. The results confirmed that PROVISIONER is efficient in maximizing profits. They also showed that it provides high acceptance rates for low-paying requests without detriment to high-paying requests. Finally, we showed that PROVISIONER executes faster than the other approaches.
Future work can study re-routing strategies for a small fraction of traffic and scheduling requests for future times (such as book-ahead, or Advance Reservations).
